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Just after oぽarrangement for仙is Panel ,

quite impressive incidents have

occurred between China and ’Japan and China and the Soviet Union. Noedless to
aa,y,
these were China・s demons位a七ion of terri七orial claims over 七he Senkaku
Islands for five da,ys with about 200 armed fishing boats mid last mon七h, and
the Sovie七 infringemen色 on China's 色erritory wiもh one helicop色er acoroesing the
border river Wusuli early this month.
As to the former, China officially e勾lained tha色 her fishing fleet had entered
the Senkaku area ”by acciden七・”
On the basis of the specific characteristics of
this affair, �e can not aooepもthe Chinese e勾lanation that it happened ”by accident，＇’
but we can presume the Chinese intention to a cer七ain extant and shed light on the
bases of China's preee凶policy towards Japan. On the o色her h叫d, in the latter
case, Peking lodged a strong protea色 with Moscow denuncing 七he border violation
as an intentional military provocation against China and the Chinese subsequently
voiced diseatisfacれon wiぬもhe official Sovie色＠玄plana凶on.

Although Moscow's

state晦nt contained an apology for this incident making the e封切＠
lost it’g way.
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工n my opinion, these 色wo inoiden色s and仙eir aftermaths are very eymbolic
paradigms of the basic tendencies in Sino-Japanese relations回d in Sino-Soviet
rela色ions at仙e present stage.
Roughly speaki?l8, Peki?l8 still continues her
hostile policy towards Mosco'\7 and 路左泣is still very keen 色o strengthen Sino
Japanese rela色ions despite China’s recent protests against a Japanese bill
implementing the Japan-Sou七h Korea con七inental shelf agreement.

エn particular,

Peking is very concious of her own etra七egioal in七ereste in組early conclusion
of the long pending Japan脳会副China 'freaty of Peace and Friendship which includes
the so-called anti-hegemony clause.
On the other hand, Moscow is 8色ill an玄ious 七o seize
an opporもunity to improve Sino-Soviet rala七mons,
Tbeee are町impressions ofぬese recent events .
By the wa,y, as to Sino-Soviet relations, as long as China's internal poli七ice
remain in the transition period after Mao・8 death，
色he successors to Mao's line
will have to be vぽy sensitive and worried abou色 any deviation from Mao's basic
However seen from longer term perspective, ve must presume

doctrine.

considerable

capability for change in the relation between China and the Soviet Union. ま沼田mJI'.
By longer term perspective， 工mean管wo-to-three years or moat within five years.

Why？
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To answer this question, .I must present some theoretical fr阻ework

for analysis.
According 七o my assessment ， 七he Sino-Sovie色 conflict is a composite of four
levels of confron色ation.
These are nation，七o-nation; sta色e-to四eta色e ; party-to
party and government-to-government.

Roughly speaking, the first, nation-to-nation,

is a confronta七ion of two distinct nationalisms.

The second, state- to- state , is

confrontation between national interests, the third, party-to-p arty, is ideological
- a conflict over doctrinal orthodoJCY, and the forth, government-to-government,
a

involves diploma色ic rela七ion ships .
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four levels of confrontation,

most deeply and historically rooted.

the nation－色o-nation conflict is the

The eta七e-to-state conflict became a s・rioua

肌d incompatible confrontation in everyphase of the relationship between the two states
from early20凶 centぽy.
But the third level,
pぽty-to-party ie a variable fac七or in玄掴
the confrontation structure. This,
in turn,
means 七bat ideological conflict will be d企図
affected one was

or凶e o七her by the o凶come of the intraparty etnll8sle or by changes

in party
’s basic line.
confrontation,

The forth level,

government-to-government,

is most superficial

and is the level most subject to in色ernal political changes or changes

in the interna七ional environment at:D:也tba七 time.
With the passing ofMao,
possibility of a restoration on this level can be foreseen theoretically・
工n addition,

not only this level,

but∞仙e party-to-party level,

the

we should

consider 七be possibility of basic change with the progress of de-Maoization. Thie is
the reasonwhy
the
anti-Soviet perceptions of the leaders of the so-called”people in
authority＇’
日ぬ
faotion,
likeTengHeiao-p’ing andix , for ex回ple, LoJui-ch’ing

（当

）

in 七bePA
L , are basically different fromR却鴫 Mao's feelings of ant88oniam凶d resentiment

towards the SovietUnion. The attitudes towardsMoscow of theso
leaders who recently:b:訟
fully recovered their political influences in theCCP,
could easily become more
policy-oriented in the fu色ure.
工n this respect, when the Sino-SovietTreaty of

Friendship, Alliance andAssistance of1950
of thirty years,

will

expire in coming1980

become very interes色ing turning poin七 in Sino-Soviet relations.

My

af旬r a term

what kind of choice will be open to theChinese leaders？

above mentioned point of view
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to stimulate fruitful discussion, I

Thank you veηmuch.
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be contoversial and a little bi色 provocative,

ventured to present町own frank opinions.

